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COVID-19: Disability Inclusive Response for Educational Institutions 

5th May 2020 

Educational institutions have been closed for more than a month now due to the 

COVID 19 pandemic. Some institutions have started imparting online education 

which is good. However, students with disabilities are facing challenges in 

accessing online education due to several barriers because of lack of access to 

technology, books, etc. Even after the lockdown, educational institutions may 

have to adapt to the “new normal”, such as remote learning, social distancing, 

etc. This “new normal” should be non- discriminating and inclusive to people 

with disabilities. 

The Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act 2016 mandates non-discrimination 

and accessible and inclusive education for people with disabilities. The standards 

for ICT as given in the Act are as follows: 

(i) website standard : Guidelines for Indian Government Websites (GIGW)

(ii) documents to be placed on websites shall be in Electronic Publication

(ePUB) or Optical Character Reader (OCR) based PDF format.

Given below are some recommendations for educational institutions to make 

their education inclusive for students with disabilities during these challenging 

times (note that the list below is not exhaustive). 

1. Educational institutions should have a list of students with disabilities along

with the details of their individual accessibility and accommodation needs.

Institutions should provide an opportunity for students to self-identify as

persons with disabilities and to seek reasonable accommodation or to share

their challenges and needs in accessing online education.

2. The Equal Opportunity Office or Office of Disability Services, if present,

should reach out to each student with disability to check if they need any

reasonable accommodation/individualized support. In case there is no Equal

Opportunity Office, a Coordinator should be appointed by the institution to

reach out to students by call and mail.

https://web.guidelines.gov.in/
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3. If the students with disabilities were getting any specialized services (such as 

tuitions, note takers, readers, interpreters, modification in teaching method/

curriculum/assessment etc.), these should be provided online as well.

4. Trainings and meetings conducted using online/video conferencing tools 

should be made accessible and inclusive keeping the following points in mind:

a) Use an accessible web/video conferencing platform, which is accessible 

using assistive technologies like screen reader, magnifier and speech 

recognition software. Some of the features include accessibility of controls 

using the keyboard, switch, mouse and voice commands, possibility of 

magnification of text size in chat pane and the availability of the option of 

high contrast user elements to distinguish between options etc. Some 

platforms have provisions for auto live captions/transcriptions (which are 

about 80% accurate) which should be used. Google Meet, Microsoft Teams 

are platforms that are reasonably accessible with the option for auto 

captioning being present. Many other web conferencing products are also 

accessible. It is recommended that their accessibility features are checked 

before procuring the platform.

b) Check in advance with all participants if they have any accessibility needs 

and provide these accordingly.

c) A sign language interpreter should be provided if there is a deaf student 

who is a sign language user. It should be ensured that the window for the 

interpreter is not small and that there is enough light on the interpreter to 

ensure good visibility. Check with the deaf person if the signs are visible 

before starting the session. The Indian Sign Language Research and 

Training Centre (ISLRTC) has made a Directory of ISL interpreters

d) PPTs should be shared in advance with people with print disabilities (those 

with difficulty reading printed materials). The presenter should ensure that 

the information on the PPT be read aloud and the images/diagrams be 

described. Microsoft PPT (Office 365) has the option of

subtitling/captions while presenting which can be used to make it 

accessible for people with hearing disabilities.

e) Provide instructions pertaining to how participants can interact prior to the 

session. For example, one can insist that participants should be on mute 

when not speaking, only one person should speak at a time, questions can 

be asked by, say, raising one’s hand or posting it  on chat box for all to

http://islrtc.nic.in/sites/default/files/Indian%20Sign%20Language%20Interpreters%20directory.pdf
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see, and so on. There should also be an option to speak up/unmute for 

participants who may not be able to type in the chat box. 

f) Speakers should speak slowly and clearly to enable more accurate

captioning. There should be adequate light on the speakers.

g) Videos should have captions and audio descriptions. Transcripts should

also be provided, which would help deafblind people.

h) Ensure adequate breaks between classes (get feedback from students

regarding the breaks needed and plan the schedule accordingly).

i) Allow people to keep their videos off, if they want to.

j) Follow some good practices, such as state the topics that are going to be

covered, highlight key points at regular intervals and also summarize at

the end.

k) Make the sessions as interactive as possible (for example, asking

participants to share their views/comments on chat box, having sufficient

time for discussions, doing a poll survey and displaying the result and so

on).

l) There should be recording of all lectures and it should be made available

to students with captioning and transcripts.

m) Take regular feedback from participants and improve accessibility of the

sessions.

5. All mailers/documents/worksheets should be made accessible as per

standards and to this end, the following points should be kept in mind:

a) Avoid scanned images. If there is no source text available, the images can

be converted to searchable text using OCR. Adobe Acrobat Pro can be

used to create accessible text and for fixing accessibility issues if any.

b) Make documents accessible by using proper heading levels, alt text for

images/diagrams/tables, meaningful hyperlinks, simple table structure,

using numbered or bulleted lists, good color contrast, etc. Refer to the link

which has information about making documents in Word, PPT and PDF

accessible.

c) Care should be taken to see that the file sizes are not too large so that

downloads can happen quickly.

d) All information regarding timetables/schedules, etc. should be sent

through mail/WhatsApp/ SMS/voice, based on individual need. If any

images are being shared, please add a description.

https://webaim.org/training/docs/
https://webaim.org/training/docs/
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6. All e-learning modules and online assessments should be made compliant with 

web accessibility standards (GIGW) keeping the following in mind:

a) Procure accessible Learning platforms (Learning Management System). 

One can check the product’s accessibility by asking the supplier to share 

the VPAT (Voluntary Product Accessibility Template). One could also get 

the product tested by an accessibility professional.

b) The content of the training should also be accessible as per standards. It 

should be available in multiple formats (visual, audio and text and should 

have other accessibility features as explained in earlier points) Refer to the 

link to know more about eLearning accessibility.

7. Allow submission of assignments through voice notes /video recording etc. 

based on individual convenience.

8. Create a technical helpdesk to provide support to students and faculty 

members who are facing difficulty in accessing online sessions/courses or 

regarding any accessibility issues.

9. Students should not be penalized if they are unable to access online education 

because of their disability/health condition or due to lack of access to 

technology. Some offline solutions should be worked out to provide access in 

consultation with the person concerned.

10. Organize training workshops and develop learning modules in simple 

language for faculty members and students on making online education 

accessible. There could also be other workshops on inclusive training/ 

education for people with different disabilities.

11. The university administration could designate a pool of volunteers, teaching 

assistants, guidance counsellors led by faculty members, to provide assistance 

to students with disabilities regarding collating notes, completing 

assignments, exam preparation and any other assistance required as per the 

specific needs of the students with disabilities.

12. Online Libraries of institutions should be made accessible as per standards. 

Students can check out Sugamya Pustakalaya , an online library, which is 

providing accessible books to people with print disabilities. It has thousands of 

books.

13. Physical distancing may not be possible for some people with disabilities. 

They may need support in moving around or carrying out routine activities 

etc. There should be awareness regarding this amongst students, faculty and 

https://elearningindustry.com/elearning-accessibility-best-practices-tips-tricks
https://library.daisyindia.org/NALP/welcomeLink.action
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staff members. Institutions should take proactive measures in ensuring that 

the required support is provided to students with disabilities with full safety 

measures in place and without any discrimination. It is also important to take 

measures to improve accessibility of physical infrastructure which would 

enhance independence in mobility for people with disabilities. 

14.Students with disabilities may need gloves and sanitizers in addition to masks 

as they may need to hold railings to walk or climb stairs. Ensure that the 

doors reserved for persons with disabilities, handrails of ramps or staircases, 

wheelchair rims, resting rooms etc. are disinfected.

15.Lecturers and students should use transparent/clear masks which are useful 

for people with hearing disability in order to lip read (note that this is a 

universal design feature as one can see expressions and visual cues which are 

important in communication). For procuring clear masks, please contact 

ATPAR, New Delhi, which is an organization promoting entrepreneurship 

among people with disabilities. Their contact details are as follows:

email: atpar2015@gmail.com or director@atpar.in, website: www.atpar.in, 

phone: 91-9810260019.

16.Give adequate time to students with disabilities to prepare for any 

examination. All support should be provided to students with disabilities such 

as a scribe, extra time, accessible assessment formats (with large print, 

Braille, accessible soft copy etc.), modified assessments, as per individual 

need.

17.Some students may feel stress/anxiety during these uncertain times. A 

student assistance program/counsellor on call/chat/mail can be introduced to 

provide counselling for personal and education related issues. If the institution 

already has such a program, send out a mail to all students informing them 

about the availability of such a program. NIMHANS in Bengaluru is offering 

free counselling over phone. Their telephone number is 080 46110007. 

Proactively organize sessions for promoting mental wellbeing for all students.

18.If a student with disability in hostel becomes unwell or requires to be 

quarantined, please ensure that all necessary accommodations are provided 

to her/him/them, such as a sign language interpreter or personal assistant, 

accessible place etc. People with disabilities should not be deprioritised in 

accessing health services.

mailto:atpar2015@gmail.com
mailto:director@atpar.in
http://www.atpar.in/
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19.Establish a resource center and grievance redressal mechanism for 

addressing specific issues. A monitering committee which includes 

faculty members and students with disabilities could be established for 

overseeing the inclusion of people with disabilities.

20.Last but not the least, develop a scheme for students with disabilities to 

provide them with laptops, tablets and assistive technologies based on 

individual need.

For any information and query regarding students education, accommodation or 

accessibility concerns, please contact Rama Krishnamachari, DEOC, who 

specialises in the area of disability inclusion at deocinfo@gmail.com and 91 

9880583277, or Shameer Rishad, Javed Abidi Foundation (JAF) at 

shameer.rishad@gmail.com and 91 7624955900. 

http://www.deoc.in/
mailto:deocinfo@gmail.com
mailto:shameer.rishad@gmail.com
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